
STARDROPS 

APRIL 26, 2020 – MAY 2, 2020

April 26 -   Sun conjoin Mercury -  A moment of  locking right into your clarity of 
purpose; alignment with your purpose and taking action – writing down plans so concise and 
do-able, sans any distractions.  Mental clarity is welcome today.

April 27/28  -  Mercury moves into Taurus until ….May 11/12
Your once a year mind grounding. Get physical. Plant something you can eat and/or 
appreciate – clean out the garage, get moving on that financial boost that can come back into 
high focus as Taurus deals with all things related to organic material, money, gardening, 
equipment and business. The mind needs to do something practical now, it wants to build 
again.

April 28  -   Mercury In Taurus sextiles Transiting North Node.  An excellent day to 
feel industrious. People are open and receptive. Communication is practical, supportive and 
seems to open up financial opportunities and business excitement. Focus on your future, there
will be support. 

April 20 -  May 10,  2020   -  Transiting Saturn in Aquarius Inconjuncts the 
Transiting North Node in Cancer.
Here is a powerful cycle which compels people to shift gears from one way of living to a new 
way.
It is mostly regarding North Node things like public and social trends, commerce, activities 



which appeal to people's emotional needs.  Business, money, work and social interactions. 

It is a transition period for creating “safe spaces” ( Cancer) while learning about Saturn in 
Aquarius science, data, figures and statistics. It could be analyzing medical alternatives, 
business and investment reports, public place restaurants, place of work and open areas 
where people will gather. An inconjunct is simply an adjustment using Aquarius science and 
facts, objective logical parameters in regards to making money again and also  re- connecting 
with the people you want to spend time with. 
There will inevitably be frustrations in certain areas with an inconjunct caught between 
Aquarius facts/truth and objective information versus emotional habitual reactions and 
triggers.
If you are thinking about attending important meetings throughout these dates, go with an 
attitude of impersonal rational information to offer, but knowing full well, you'll possibly be 
dealing with a room full of children.
As we move  past May 10, it will loosen up and the adjustment to the new trends, parameters 
and Saturn consolidating of agreed upon expectations for all should be  easier.  This is true 
especially with most businesses opening up again needing to make that bug decisions, should 
we or should we wait. It will be easier after May 10 for people feeling comfortable  about going
out in the more congested locations. 

Experiencing the reality of how much these past two months have financially inconvenienced 
so many, will be a hugely analyzed topic. Please try to shift from the loss to the future. That is 
the assignment of Saturn in Aquarius now. Cancer is the sign of security and Saturn 
inconjunct says it's been obviously compromised for many, however, the inconjunct does 
create a shift of perspective, bringing new life by concentrating upon your innate mysterious 
ability to magnetize what you need.  Somehow, literally mysteriously, it can happen! That's 
Aquarius.

April 30  -  Mercury Conjoins Uranus in Taurus at 6*  Brilliant, innovative and the 
unusual.  We always love something fresh to contemplate. A new piece of information breaks 
the monotony adding a genius sort of element to the narrative. Truth and transparency 
override  ambiguity, deceptive side stepping of facts, issues and recommendations 
everywhere. Watch for something said in the news which cuts right through the garbage and 
brings us to a higher level of clarity and truth.   Excellent for all things technical and 
advanced.

May 3 -  Venus and square to Neptune  May 23 2020, and Venus begins to turn 
retrograde at 21* Gemini.

Venus is about to turn  retrograde and are one of my favorite cycles. It begins on May 12/13 
2020 and lasts for  a few months, definitely guiding  us back into our hearts and intuition in 
order to calm down the nervous system and bring us  much closer to what we truly value in 
our lives again. ( Many of us already feel its blessing sneaking into our observations, turning 
our mind towards softer things, faith, sweetness and meaningful activities by April 22 2020.)

It gets us back to tasks, study, books, social connections and love which have a depth of 



meaning for us.  This is because Venus will be in Gemini this time. 

Creative decisions can intensify throughout this period, rather than simply analytical mental 
reasoning. 
Your intuition will guide you more now, rather than listening only  to news, experts or people 
who are spouting warnings, statistics or fearful predictions.

Your heart could tell you the exact opposite of what you've been surrounded with, and in 
addition, you have this gut feeling and inner knowing that you're most likely correct and the 
outer noise is not. 

This should build all through June and July, then we need to let go of this special period and 
get back into that “normal” everyday mind  routine once more.

As Venus turns retrograde, this time it will be in square with
Neptune.

…..Excerpt from U.S. Natal and Conceptional Cycles from 2020-2022 PDF ( from Starfires April 
6 2020 ) ….Access entire Article Here

“From April 20 2020 to May 23, 2020   peak between  May 8 – 16 will be the cycle of confronting 
dysfunction, confusion and ambiguities with social direction for our country. 

This cycle creates an atmosphere of confusion, forever questioning, seeking answers, finding it 
difficult to land on just one solution or conclusion. It propagates insecurities, fears, apprehension. It 
symbolizes endless speculations and having one's mind and emotions out of control, subject to worse 
case scenarios and speculating blame or fault at situations and people that have no part in the 
problems....it sets a theme for creating a general mood among the people all over the world with these
particular issues on their minds:  In a positive sense, finally the world is asking questions as they are 
now desiring to know how this or that situation, crisis, event could have ever happened, and what do 
we need to learn in order to confront the problems from sneaking up on all of us ever again.

A Deception Is Suspected – Secrets – Hidden Information 

The people are not getting one unified message from any one news source in order to know what is 
going on. Truth brings comfort to people and helps combat challenges. 
These mixed messages, or withholding of key information, is part of the Venus square Neptune. 
However, Venus is not Mercury, it's typically not about News and Communication because Venus is a 
heart/emotional and intuitive planet. It also rules social networks, social unity or human bonding and 
human social values, what makes people feel loved and happy. What if Venus retro in Gemini, the sign
of facts and communication were actually confronting Neptune confabulation and confusion at this 
time?

So this cycle might scramble and diffuse key financial organizations who are filled with Neptunian 
nervousness as they speculate what is going to happen next with economic changes ahead. It can 
impact  social networks which are negative Neptunian activities, confuting their typical agendas.



It could also  be a clash between an intuitive intelligence  we all possess versus the confusing 
messages we're getting from authority figures and their platforms. 

The confusion with certain agencies not supporting, allowing or distributing Nutraceuticals or proven 
medicine in order to assist in recovering from the virus. This and  other confusing messages regarding
factual numbers of the infected, deaths, remedies, medicine antidotes being delayed, cautioned 
against or withheld, etc..will be challenged during this Venus cycle. We challenge the socially 
confusing narratives, opinions and nebulous or erroneous messages throughout this period in order 
for Venus to do its beautiful work on restoring our socially prosperous and normal life again.

Confusion in general- why the severe global shutdown narrative when suspicion is rampant that there 
are ongoing Neptunian activities actually being carried out in secret, simultaneously, multi-levels of 
operations occurring  globally with several powerful end goals to reach.

This cycle of Venus is felt more than actual verbal confirmation out in the open.  It is a 
body/organic/emotional state, an intuitive connection with each other that is in the know, rather than an
intellectual analysis of events. The body of heart felt people are experiencing a sense of what is 
happening,  more than receiving any one given piece of news as fact.  At the least, people are voicing 
“ Something weird is going on.”.......End of Quote.

AGAIN, this cycle is technically beginning on May 3, however, wow, look at the massive 
uncovering of several events which have been escalating for the past few weeks already 
regarding so many global revelations which prior to this writing, were unknown. Economy, Re-
opening of America, confronting origins of Virus, to immunize or not to immunize and on and 
on. It's not just about these epic issues we're faced with alone, but with a Venus square 
Neptune, it's about digging underneath EVERYONE'S AGENDA OR HISTORY and what 
stake do they have in it, or is it truly  purely altruistic? 

Intuition and Gemini fact finding.  Venus is not only ruling our love, heart, intuition and 
empathy, our social life and friends, but our money, values, valuing ourselves. In Gemini 
definitely being the air quality it is, our ability to feel free and open minded, come and go 
without restraint or worry. 

Venus rules the blood. Neptune square Venus could inspire people who value their organic 
bodies' natural physical/spiritual essence to intensely investigate the vaccine cocktails' 
ingredients, including any additional bio-tech introduced into the mix for social ( Venus ) 
tracking.
People could be in conflict over the complexities of contamination of our blood via foreign 
agents introduced within the blood where Neptune secrets are injected into the formulas 
undermining our life giving light ( blood). 

Venus square Neptune will force truth out, or LEACH OUT all Neptunian hidden designs 
rather than Neptune sneak things into our lives right under our noses, thereby weakening 
( Neptune) us.  This goes for economic shenanigans  also, as Venus rules money and in 
Gemini the flow and network of money, the freedom Venus brings to us with our money rather
than Neptune undermining and projecting ultimate loss, depression and grief over financial 
future of our world.

Always turn a negative square around and stand in the power of the Positive Planets' higher 



purpose for you,  confronting the undermining invader, determined to override its negative 
message or behavior.

The Next Full Moon is on May 7 at 17* Scorpio opposing the Sun at 17* Taurus.   
Good cycle for planting your garden, nurturing yourself, pulling in and being grateful for what
you do have, and what  good, relief, hope is about to come your way.  Be meditative, loving 
and make this Full Moon a time of slowing down for your devotional moments, as it is the 
beautiful time to expand one's highest gratitude and desires, purified now.

Happy May to all, until next time, Christine
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